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Blue Lotus Chai Company brings to the world an authentic Indian
style chai that can be made in seconds without sacrificing taste or
integrity. Based in Eugene, Oregon, founder Barbara Cameron—along
with husband and co-owner Stephan Cameron—have rapidly grown her
innovative concept into a thriving business. With over 1200 retailers &
food service providers carrying their Blue Lotus Chai throughout North
America, they are currently expanding into foreign markets.
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Vince Panero , Marketing Director, marketing@bluelotuschai.com
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Blue Lotus Chai Company LLC| PO Box 26037 Eugene, OR 97402 | 541-683-6391
www.bluelotuschai.com

Products
Traditional Masala Chai

2019 sofi™ Silver Award Winner! With its deep, truly authentic flavor and amazing ease of
preparation, our flagship product has become a part of the daily rhythm of many homes.
Tasting is believing!
Ingredients: Naturally brewed and flash-dried black tea powder, 100% Certified Organic powdered spices:
ginger, cardamom, nutmeg, black pepper, cinnamon, cloves

Golden Masala Chai
Complex, innovative & delicious, this popular blend features superfoods turmeric and maca.
Our perfectly balanced masala chai supports the body & mind.

Pure. Delicious. Chai. Blue Lotus Chai was created to be the simplest way to
make authentic Indian style chai in seconds.

Free of Additives, Sweeteners, and Milk Powder Chai lovers have complete
control to discover their favorite way of making it: Honey? Maple syrup? Sugar?
Rice/Hemp/Coconut milk? Cream? Even Smoothies? Yes! Since it is a hot water
soluble chai powder, you can cook & bake with it as well. See our recipes at:
www.bluelotuschai.com/recipes-videos

6 different varieties of “Masala Chai” All products start

Ingredients: Naturally brewed and flash-dried black tea powder, 100% Certified Organic powdered spices:
ginger, cardamom, nutmeg, black pepper, cinnamon, cloves, turmeric, maca

with a brewed, naturally flash-dried tea with black tea or
rooibos tea. Then six signature organic spices—all with
functional properties that have been celebrated by different
cultural traditions around the world—are blended in to create our
authentic tasting Masala Chai powder.

Rooibos Masala Chai
100% certified organic and naturally caffeine-free, our Rooibos Masala Chai is appealing
to a broad cross-section of customers. It has a similar taste profile to our Traditional
Masala Chai, but with the delightful base of naturally sweet and nutty rooibos. Those
who cannot or wish to not drink a caffeinated chai can now freely indulge in their
favorite BLC drink.
Ingredients: Certified Organic hot water soluble rooibos powder, 100% Certified Organic powdered spices:
ginger, cardamom, nutmeg, black pepper, cinnamon, cloves

Value and Ease A 3 oz., 3 inch tin of Blue Lotus Chai makes 100

Star Anise Masala Chai

cups—an incredible value for our customers. A 1⁄2 oz. resealable
stand-up pouch is easy for travel or camping. We even include a 1⁄4
tsp. bamboo spoon in each tin and pouch—exactly the portion
needed for making a cup of chai.

Our Star Anise Masala Chai is a stunning standout on the shelf. It has all of the signature
BLC spices, with star anise contributing deep licorice notes. Delicious!
Ingredients: Naturally brewed and flash-dried black tea powder, 100% Certified Organic powdered spices:
ginger, cardamom, nutmeg, black pepper, cinnamon, cloves, star anise

Mandarin Masala Chai
This variety has the lush and delicious flavors of a proprietary citrus blend, in addition to
the masala spices that our fans love. A true favorite!

Authentic and Innovative From Traditional Masala Chai,

Ingredients: Naturally brewed and flash-dried black tea powder, 100% Certified Organic powdered spices:
ginger, cardamom, nutmeg, black pepper, cinnamon, cloves, citrus blend from extract

Mint Masala Chai
Our Mint Masala Chai is a taste sensation! Exhilarating and surprising, it rises to the same
standard of excellence that defines Blue Lotus Chai, and that our fans have come to expect.

		

to caffeine-free Rooibos Masala Chai, to our Golden Masala
Chai (featuring organic turmeric and organic maca), BLC
provides inspiration for chai aficionados and new chailovers-to-be.

Ingredients: Naturally brewed and flash-dried black tea powder, 100% Certified Organic powdered spices:
ginger, cardamom, nutmeg, black pepper, cinnamon, cloves, peppermint from extract

Masala Chai Collection
An economical and delicious way to try all 6 of our masala chai varieties. Each stand-up
pouch makes 17 cups of our scrumptious chai. This is a perfect gift idea throughout the year.
Ingredients: See listing above for each of the 6 pouches.
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Background Information
Barbara Cameron, Founder/Co-Owner of Blue Lotus Chai Company, discovered chai the way many others have – she drank it during her travels to India. Along with her
practices of yoga and meditation, she fell in love with real Indian masala chai. In the US, Barbara found herself unsatisfied with the chai she tasted in cafes and purchased as chai
concentrates from store shelves. Ultimately, she could only arrive at that traditional taste she loved through painstakingly grinding the spices, brewing the tea, and warming milk
for her mug every morning. This was time intensive, and she wondered if she could combine the authenticity of the East with the efficiency of the West...and thus, Blue Lotus Chai
was born.
After locating a source for naturally flash-dried Indian tea and sampling organic spices, Barbara set about the process of experimentation. She carefully refined her personal
recipe until she felt it met her admittedly high standards of “deliciousness”. The result was Traditional Masala Chai, the original flagship product of Blue Lotus Chai Company,
which won a 2019 sofi™ Silver award for tea.
Free of sweeteners and other additives, all varieties of this hot water soluble chai powder feature a combination of organic spices, along with naturally flash dried tea (black tea
from Northern India or rooibos tea from South Africa). Ingredients are painstakingly sourced that are gluten-free, vegan, Non-GMO, and organic whenever possible. All varieties
of Blue Lotus Chai contain ingredients that—for thousands of years and in many cultures—have proven their ability to support the body & mind. Blue Lotus Chai can be found
nationally in most natural food stores, a growing number of conventional grocers, online e-stores, restaurants and coffee shops. Co-owners Barbara and Stephan Cameron backup their values of ecological and social sustainability by annually donating 10% of their profits to groups that support these ideals; they utilize sustainable packaging options as
well including biodegradable & compostable bulk bags, along with tins designed to be reused indefinitely. Blue Lotus Chai Company LCC is family owned and based in Eugene,
Oregon, and has been operating since February 2010.

For more information about Blue Lotus Chai products and where to buy this mouthwatering chai, visit www.bluelotuschai.com

Owner Bios

Barbara Cameron

Barbara has succeeded at everything she’s chosen to take on.
Following her time as an accomplished glass artist & educator/
founding member of a local private school, she became a nationally
recognized breeder of alpacas. Her equal loves of service and
authentic Indian chai led her to the birth of Blue Lotus Chai in 2010.
As fate would have it—shortly after founding Blue Lotus Chai— she
fell in love with Stephan Cameron, a successful businessman in his
own right. As her company grew, he was invited in 2011 to join Blue
Lotus Chai Company.

Stephan Cameron

Born and bred on the East Coast, Stephan has worn many hats in his
life—ranging from silversmith to massage therapist. For 35 years he
owned a successful contracting business that covered construction
projects in New England and on the West Coast. After falling in love
with Barbara and becoming her husband, she invited him to join her
adventure—he came on as the co-owner of Blue Lotus Chai in 2011.
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Recent Accolades:
Out of 1000s of tea and chai products, Blue Lotus Chai is...

•Winner of the 2019 sofi™
Silver Award, Tea Category
“The Oscars of Artisanal Foods"**

presented by

9

•Consistently ranked as one of the top 2 chai
brands sold online*
•Consistently ranked as #1 on Amazon’s ‘Wish
List’ for chai*
•Top Ranked Chai: 8.6 out of 10 points†
*Via Amazon (US Market), February 2019
†Via NextThing.com, April 2019
**Via Bloomberg News,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-07-05/the-sofi-awards-the-oscars-of-artisanal-foods
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Testimonials:
“...Judge and chef Jerry
James Stone noted,
‘With chai, a lot of
times there’s so many
spices going on that
it just runs in one
direction or another;
it’s like so much ginger,
or so much clove,
and this (Traditional
Masala Chai) was
really well balanced.’ Also judging was author
and chef Sara Moulton who agreed ‘...it was
delicious...really yummy!’”
- sofi™ Award Judges

“Great comfort drink
that's mellow & smooth.
Also quick & easy, as
there's no straining…”
BLC Fan

Vegetarian Times Magazine

…smitten

“
with this gift-worthy treat,
tasting of ginger root and
black pepper; as a bonus the
package includes a cute little
bamboo scoop. Buy it!”.

“Your masala chai is the best
I have had outside of India…”
- L. B.

Master Chef Finalist , October, 2015

Vegetarian Times
Magazine Review of
Blue Lotus Chai

“This is absolutely delicious! Blue Lotus Chai is the best chai I have ever had by

“I LOVE Blue Lotus Chai. Thank you for giving me far ! 2 cups a day…can’t live without it…” - Z.B.

something to drink when I want to treat myself to
something wonderful, and for saving the world
from the abomination of overly sweet chai drinks…”
A. K.

“If you want to cure your ‘coffee’ addiction, you can do it if you’ve got this…Blue
Lotus Chai ! Amazing! Every day! - V.E.

“5 STARS...when I'm on the run, or don't want to deal with tea

leaves...something instant is always a good idea.... The taste is truly
organic... I would highly suggest trying this one out.” - BLC Fan

New York
Times
Magazine,
January,
2018

“This is my favorite tea, it is the ONLY chai tea I want to drink,

nothing else compares…“ - C.S.

“What was really great is you offered a packet, which I purchased to try first…
fell in love with it , then went back & purchased 3 (tins).“ K. G.
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Sustainability: Community & Planet
PACKAGING: We utilize sustainable packaging.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We purposefully designed our top selling 2 oz. and 3 oz. tins to be reusable and refillable
We designed the tins without a paper label and printed directly on the metal, which saves paper and trees
The tins are beautiful and durable which encourages people to reuse them
At end of life, our tins can be recycled when no longer useful
The 1/4 tsp. measuring scoop in each tin or pouch is made from renewable bamboo
Our bulk bags (1 lb. and 5 lb.) are made of a revolutionary material that is designed to break down in water or a back yard compost pile, leaving a bit of plant food behind
All elements of our 1/2 oz. stand-up pouches are recyclable
Our printing utilizes soy inks and post-consumer paper stock whenever possible
Our on-shelf packaging is kept to a minimum; our pouch display boxes are composed of card stock that meets structural integrity needs, but is as thin, light & sustainable as
possible
• We reuse packing material and recycle everything that we possibly can

PRODUCT: We source the highest quality & financially sustainable ingredients that are available.
•
•
•
•

Non-GMO Project Verified across our line
100% Certified Organic spices across our entire line of products
Certified Organic Rooibos tea in our 100% Certified Organic Rooibos Masala Chai
2 year+ shelf life: long shelf life combined with advanced, efficient packaging protocols means less wastage overall, from warehouse to consumer

SIMPLE.
SUSTAINABLE.
Our 3 oz. tin makes 100 cups of chai (fewer drives to the store!)
Spoon made from renewable bamboo.
Hot water soluble—no tea bags, strings, paper, or staples.
Dishwasher safe, no paper label.

Refill it. Repurpose it. Recycle it.

RESOURCES: We upcycle & reuse whenever possible.
•
•
•
•
•

We reuse paper for in-office use, and by default, print on both sides of paper
We purchase 100% post-consumer paper for our printer/copiers
We recycle packing materials whenever possible
We have installed power strips to lessen ‘trickle’ draining of electricity
We utilize organic approved cleaning items in our day-to-day janitorial activities and pest prevention/control protocols

SOCIAL: We value our community—local, regional, and planetary.
•
•
•
•
•
•

We donate 10% of our net profits to groups that support the environment , social justice and planetary harmony
We support local and regional non-profits through in-kind donation
We support a safe, fun, warm, respectful, diverse, gender-safe working environment
We offer medical insurance for our employees
Our wages/compensation are generous and creative, including deep employee discounts towards product purchases
We support flexible schedules

The FUTURE:
We’re actively and enthusiastically looking for ways to increase sustainability. We are always receptive to suggestions.

#EARTHDAY
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Story Angles

New York Times Magazine,
January, 2018

AREAS OF INTEREST: entrepreneurism, women & business, innovative products, trending ingredients (turmeric, maca),
alternatives to coffee, hack your coffee, caffeine-free options, Yoga style, India

Angle 1 : Embracing Life ‘s Changes and Becoming Business Leaders

The adventure of “going for it” and being fearless—at any age or stage of life—with a new business. Intuition, common sense,
the art of ‘paying attention’, and life experience.

Angle 2 : Necessity is the Mother of Invention—So Is Sustainability

Barbara’s love for her personal chai recipe, as well as wanting to simplify preparation, led to a discovery...now thousands of
chai lovers are grateful. What did she figure out? HINT: Create a chai that is easier to make, authentic & delicious...& help the
world, all at the same time.

Angle 3: Stories Of Love and Business: How to Successfully Work 24/7 Alongside Your Partner

In early 2011, Barbara’s husband Stephan left his thriving construction business to join rapidly growing Blue Lotus Chai
Company full time. There is an art to preserving a growing business and a relationship concurrently. Hear Barbara’s stories on
cherishing their roles as western chai wallahs and partners.

Angle 4: The Chai Trend Tipping Point

A deep dive into the business of chai: rapid growth/statistics of the chai industry, story of chai in this country...even 7-Eleven
recently announced they’d be serving chai. Blue Lotus Chai is an example of this tipping point…but with a unique vision and
innovation. It is a brand poised to take advantage of new consumer beverage trends.

Angle 5: Woman-owned Company Supporting Women

Barbara is a mother, grandmother, educator and advocate of peace, providing for the world that which comforts her through
stressful times. Women find solace in a cup of BLC. Also, women survivors have written gratitude letters many times to Blue
Lotus Chai for the comfort this tea provided through hard times.

Angle 6: How Blue Lotus Chai Revolutionized the Art and Ritual of Making A Cup of Tea

How it was adapted from an ancient Indian ritual into a fast paced lifestyle in American homes—and how it has made the
cultural leap from the Indian chai wallah serving it on the street to the 30 second household cup.
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